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ABSTRACT
In this work we investigate the problem of detection
arid location qf' single and unlinked multiple pattern sensiti1.e fciults iti bit oriented RAMs and implementation of a
built-in self-test (BIST) unit to test RAM chips in an ejjicient
tiiuniiet: Oiir jiiult tiiodel covers cross-talks between uny k
cells in RAMS. We huve reduced the problem of " m y
testing to the problenz of the generation of exhaustive backgrounds. Exhaustive tests for detecting coupling faults .for k
lip to 6 (which covers Type I neighborhood) and near
e.rhausti\.e tests for k up to 9 (which covers Tjpe I1 neighborhood) ure constructed.
The systematic nature of the tests constructed enables
I I S to use BIST schemes. for RAMs, with low hardware overheuds. We inipleritented the BIST units for U bit-oriented
iiieniory of size I M arid calculated the Iiardvvare overhead in
t e r m of trnrrsistors arid area.

fault model. This model includes most classical fault
models for SRAMs (Static RAMs) and DRAMS
(Dynamic RAMs).
The problem of memory testing for PS(n,k) faults
will be reduced to the problem of generation of (n,k-l)
exhaustive backgrounds, where n is the size of the memory under consideration and k-1 is a parameter from the
fault model of the memory. A background is defined as a
memory state that is loaded into the memory.
A new method for constructing the backgrounds
matrix B(n,k-I) with minimal number of rows for n of
the order of a million (the size of commonly used RAM
chips) is described. We also propose the construction of
matrices B(n,k- 1 .E) such that in any k- 1 tuple of columns
all 2k-1binary vectors appear at least once, except for a
fraction of k-l tuples which does not exceed E. These
matrices can be applied for the detection of all PS(n,k)
faults with a probability of at least I-&.

1 Introduction

1.1 Memory Modelling and Functional Faults

In this work we describe a new method for Random
Access Memory (RAM! testing based o n the PS(n,k) [ 161

A functional model of a RAM, typically used for
functional testing, contains 3 blocks. The blocks ;ire:
address decoder, memory cell array and the read-write
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logic. The fault model gives rise to the following classes of
faults:

in [3].
In all of the above tests the mapping from logical cell
addresses to physical cell locations has to be known. However, within most memory chips the address lines are scrambled. This results in cells, with logically ascending
addresses, not being physically next to each other. The
scrambling table, which describes the relationships between
the logical addresses and physical addresses, is usually
known only to the manufacturers. In such a case, it is difficult to test for NPSFs.
Thus, there is a need for efficient tests to detect NPSFs
regardless of the address mapping. The first step in this
direction was the formulation of k-coupling fault model by
Nair et a1 [ 151.
The 5-coupling fault model covers active NF'SFs with a
Type I neighborhood and the 9-coupling fault model covers
Type II neighborhood.
The latest results in deterministic tests for the detection
of k-coupling faults in RAMs are by Cockburn and can be
found in [l]. All the above tests were for bit oriented memories. Extension to word-oriented memories has been done in
[211.

1. Fault in which a single cell is involved: These are the
stuck-at-faults (SFs) and transition faults (TFs).

2. Faults in which two cells are involved: These are the
coupling faults.
3. Faults involving k cells
3.1 Neighborhood Pattern Sensitive Fauits(NPSFs):The
k cells are clustered together in a physical neighborhood.
These can be of the following types:
3.1.1 Active NPSFs or Dynamic NPSF[14][3]: The base
cell changes it's contents due to the change in the neighborhood pattern. These changes consist of a transition in one bit
of deleted neighborhood, while the remaining deleted neighborhood and the base cell contains a certain pattern.
3.1.2 Passive NPSFs[3]: The contents of the base cell can
not be changed due to a certain neighborhood pattern.

1.3 Proposed Fault Model and Main results

3.1.3 Static NPSF [3]:The contents of a base cell is forced
to a certain state due to a certain neighborhood pattern.

The fault model considered in this work is the k out of
n pattern sensitive fault model PS(n,k), where n is the size of
the memory under test. The PS(n,k) fault model is one of the
most general fault models which encompasses all the functional fault models mentioned in Section 1.1[21]. According
to this model, the contents or the ability to change the contents of any memory cell in an n-bit memory is influenced
by the contents or change in the contents of any other k-1
cells of memory.
The PS(n,k) fault model is similar to the one used in
[ 16][20]. Our modification is that we will consider the memory as a whole instead of breaking it into blocks.
For k<n and any k, PS(n,k) represents k-couplin,o
faults. This can cover all NPSFs (Active, Passive and Static)
with the size of the neighborhood equal to k. To cover these
NPSFs (n,k-I) exhaustive backgrounds have to be used and
for each background every cell has to undergo two consecutive sets of READ followed by WRITE - the march element
[3]. The WRITES complement the data in the cells so we
return to the original background after the march element.
Addressing of cells can be in increasing or decreasing order.
If the second READ is dropped, only ANPSFs and SNPSFs
will be detected. The data presented henceforth excludes the
second read.
TFs and SFs are covered by this model for k= I . This
model does not directly cover faults in the address decoder
(AFs). However the march component of our tests described

3.2 k-Coupling Faults[l5]: The k cells are allowed to be
located anywhere in the memory. The k-coupling fault
model is a generalization of the coupling fault described earlier. A set of k cells is said to be k-coupled when a WRITE
operation of one cell produces a change in the contents of a
second cell, subject to a particular data pattern in the
remaining k-2 cells, which may be anywhere in the memory.
k coupling faults cover ANPSFs and SNPSFs (neighborhood is not fixed).
4. Faults in the address decoder (AFs): AFs concern faults
in the address decoder. It is assumed that the address
decoder has not change into sequential logic due to the
faults. Additionally, it is assumed that the faults in the
decoder logic are the same during read/write operations.

1.2 Testing Strategies for RAMs
Due to miniaturization of RAMs, the types of faults
have become more complex and the emphasis now is on the
detection of NPSFs. Two types of neighborhoods were
defined by Suk and Reddy [I41 as being most appropriate
for memories arranged as two dimensional arrays. An overview of tests for NPSFs developed by Suk and Reddy,
Saluja and Kinoshita, and de Jong and van de Goor is given
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will cover the detection of all single AFs.
We construct both exhaustive and near-exhaustive tests
for the detection of k-coupling faults. We have obtained
practical test lengths, for a memory size around lM, for
detecting up to 6-couplings by exhaustive tests and 9 couplings by near-exhaustive tests. The best known results at
the present time (by Cockburn [I]) provide for the detection
of 5-couplings in a IM memory, using exhaustive tests.
Beyond these parameters. test lengths were impractical.
Furthermore, our method for generation of (n,k)
exhaustive backgrounds[2] yields much shorter tests than
the tests generated by Tang and Chen [IO] and used by
Cockburn[ 11. As an example, our test for (1M,4) exhaustive
backgrounds is 50% shorter than the test used in [ I ] .
We have also obtained practical test lengths, for a
memory size around IM to cover up to 9-couplings using
near exhaustive tests. These tests have fault coverage very
close to one.

R

If

nPi>A(n,k),

then any k columns in M will have at least one row in which
all the entries are different.

Corollary 2.Z.Z: By the exclusion of all prime numbers less
thank ( P o 2 k )
R

n

the inequality

Corollary 2.2.2: The values of A(n,k) for k = 3,4,5 are:
A(n,3) = (n-1),/4,
A(n,4) = 0.018 (n-1)6,
A(n,5) = 3.3 x
(n-I)",

B(n,k- I). with rows
By-'),whereBiE{O,I}

fi Pi

> 2-' x 182.25, Po = 3, P , = 5, P, = 7,

i=O

(R=2, P,=7)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Lenzma 2.1.1: Consider the matrix, M, with number of rows
R and number of columns 11 2 k such that the entry in the
ith row and jth column is j modulo Pi where Pi is a prime
number assigned to each row i. Po is the smallest prime

and in any 3-tuple of columns in M there exists a row such
that all entries in this row are different in the selected columns.

number 2 A. . P I is the next larger prime and so on (Pi and P,
are all different). Consider any k columns of matrix M:
O < J , 5 j 2 5 ... S j k 5 / i - 1 .

n'

(j,,-j,/),

(6)

A( 10,3) = (n-I),/4 = 182.25,
C(k) = C&) = 2-1,

2.1 Construction of (n,k)-Exhaustive Backgrounds

/'

(4)
(5)

Example 2.1.1: Consider n = IO and k =3, then

and j E ( O . 1 , ..., n }

such that i n any k-l tuple of columns all 2"' binary vectors
appear at least once as rows.
In the next section we will use a new and more efficient
way of constructing exhaustive backgrounds for design of
exhaustive tests for detection of PS(n,k) faults.

nnddetineil(jl,j,,..., j , ) =

PI> C ( k ) x A(n,k ) ,

where C(k)= C2(k)C,(k) ...C,(k); p is the largest prime number <Po and Ci(k) is a proper fraction, which occurs as a
result of the exclusion of the prime number i.
As an example, when the prime number 2 is excluded
from the product of primes (4), the factors in A(n.k) can not
be 2 or multiples of 2.

Definition2.1: A (n,k- I)-exhaustive background is a matrix
Bi.B,,

n
r=o
R

may be strengthened to

In a memory of size n, each cell can be affected by
cross-talks with at most k-l other cells of the memory. The
problem of testing such memories can be reduced to generation of (n,k-l)-exhaustive backgrounds. where n is the size
of memory and k is the size of the neighborhood. The k cells
which form the neighborhood can be anywhere in the memory.

P ' ....

P, > A (n,k ) ,

r=O

2 Exhaustive Tests

e,=

(3)

i=O

Lemma 2.1.2: If all the entries in the ith row and jth column
of M are replaced by the jth column of a B(P,,k) matrix. then
it yields a B(n,k) matrix with the number of rows T,.k.where

(1)

4
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Fractions of good k-tuples, I-& in B(n,k-1,&)are presented in Table 2:

4.1 System Architecture for BIST implementation
of Exhaustive Tests

Table 2: l-Efor n = 218 to n = 224
12

I

4

I
I
I

5
6
7

)I

11
11
11

0.997
0.993
0.985
0.970

1

I
1
I

0.999
0.997
0.992
0.985

13

1

I
1
I

0.999
0.998
0.996
0.993

14

I

I
I
I

1.000
0.999
0.998
0.996

The architectureof the proposed BIST RAM Scheme is
given in Fig 1. The nxl random access memory to be tested
is the block labeled - Memory Under Test. The internal
details of the test generator are shown in Fig 2.

I

I
I
1

~~

8

0.939

0.969

0.985

0.992

9

0.881

0.931

0.969

0.985

Fig 1: BIST Architecture for Exhaustive Testing

For E-exhaustive testing of memories it takes an average of 4.5 clocks to write a background into the memory and
complete the march test for one cell. Hence, we can write
the expression for the total number of operations (N)

-+

TCLK

M

9
required for testing as N = -nTn,
2
k, e , where Tn,k,Eis deter-

I“Gk~K+

mined by Proposition 3.1.

Table 3 gives the testing times for memories of various
sizes.

n

256k

1M

4M

16M

t

1.07h

4.30h

17.18h

68.72h

-
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I
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Fig 2: Test Generator for Exhaustive Testing
The BIST controller controls the sequence of the operations involved in the BIST using the internal status signals.
This design has been done for ANPSFs and SNPSFs only.
To cover PNPSFs as well, the only modification needed is
an extra state between S8 and S9 which will correspond to
the second read operation in the march element. The controller behavior is illustrated in Fig 3.

4 Design of BISTed RAMS
RAMS are often embedded in large integrated circuits
which makes it difficult to access the R A M inputs and outputs for testing purposes. The solution is to use built-in-selftest (BIST) scheme. BIST also has other advantages like the
reduction of expensive test equipment and the possibilities
of at-speed testing [16]. In this section, we will discuss
BIST implementation for exhaustive tests described in Section 2 and near exhaustive tests described in Section 3.
’
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zero with the increase in n [2].
Chandra et al. considered the effectiveness of probabilistic methods for finding (n,k) exhaustive codes for
k 2 3 [4]. Cockburn [18] suggested that effective probabilistic tests for detecting k-coupling faults can be
obtained by basing the tests on random n x m matrices
where m N 1 . Probabilistic tests have also been evaluated
by Savir, McAnney and Vecchio[7].

R

Tn,k

=

c

TP!,k

’

i=O

We will call matrices B(Pi,k) (i=O,...,R) seeds for B(n,k),

n
R

if

Pi > C ( k ) x A ( n , k ) ,

i=O

2.2 Estimation of Testing Times
3.2 Construction of Near-ExhaustiveTests
From the state diagram in Fig 2 we can see that it takes
an average of 4.5 clocks to write a background and complete the march test for one cell. Hence we can write the
expression for the total number of operations required for
testing (N) as:
9

= ZnTn,k-I

There is a good construction of E-exhaustive tests
based on linear codes [2]. Let H(s) be the matrix formed
by the codewords of a (2’, s) simplex code as the rows,
where s > k [22]. This is the Hadamard matrix over
{O,l]. The columns of H(s) also form a s-dimensional
linear space with deleted vector of all zeros. We propose
to use this matrix for generation of B(n,k-l,&) backgrounds matrix.
(Hadamard matrices are used since they are two
valued matrices and have a simple procedure for generation of their components which results in a low hardware
overhead (see Section 5). Multivalued generalizations of
Hadamard matrices (Chrestenson-Galois transforms and
Reed Solomon Codes) have been used for testing of
word oriented memories [21].)

(7)

7

where Tn.k-lis defined by Lemmas 2.1.1, 2.1.2.
Values for testing times for a few typical sizes of memories are given in Table 1.

Table 1: Testing Times t for Exhaustive Method
with k=5, (access time = loons)
n

256k

1M

4M

16M

t

3.26111

14.431~1

1.07h

4.71h

3 Near Exhaustive Probabilistic Tests

Proposition 3.1: For any s > k and any a <n, there
exists an E-exhaustive test with Tn,k,Ebackgrounds

3.1 Survey of Probabilistic Tests

where n = a2’, Tn.k , e = 2’+’,

It has been shown in Section 2 that the problem of testing memories, of size n and each cell being affected by
cross-talks with at most k-1 other cells, can be reduced to
generation of (n,k- I)-exhaustive backgrounds. In this section we consider the construction of (n,k- 1,E)-exhaustive
backgrounds instead of (n,k-1)-exhaustive backgrounds. A
set of (n, k- I , &)-exhaustive background can be represented
by a matrix B(n, k-I, E) such that in any k-1 tuple of columns all 2k-1binary vectors appear at least once, except for
a fraction of k-l tuples which does not exceed E (B(n,kI,O)=B(n,k-I)). The number of rows in B(n,k-I,&) is
denoted by Tn.k.E. Similar to the situation in information
theory, it can be expected that the number of test backgrounds can be reduced substantially if we allow a small
fraction E of all the possible k- I tuples of columns not to be
tested exhaustively. This effect holds even if E approaches

I -E=( 1-Ev)(I -Eh),

(8)

k-2

(9)
i=O

and I

-E,,

i=O

= U k( 2J ( a k2J

-’

One can use the following construction for the background matrix B(n,k,E):

a
r

-

l

and H(s) is the negation of H(sj.
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sented in Fig 4, the state transition diagram for the controller is given in Fig 6 and the block diagram for the test
generator is given in Fig 5.

Fig 5: Test Generator for &-ExhaustiveTesting
Fig 3: Controller State Diagram for Exhaustive
Testing

4.2 BIST Implementation of Near-Exhaustive Tests
The BIST scheme using the Hadamard matrix is much
simpler that the previous scheme. The subsystems ROM and
address generator for ROM are not needed as there is no
storage of seeds. Instead there has to be a subsystem to generate the Hadamard matrix on the fly. One simple approach
for the generation of Hadamard matrix is based on the fact
that each bit is the scalar product of the binary representation of it's row and column numbers[ 191:
H i , j ( s )= < i , ; > = i ~ o ~ i l ; , ~ . . . ~ i , ~ - ~ ; , ~ - l ,

I
Fig 6: Controller State Diagram for &-Exhaustive
Testing

where i and j are s-bit binary numbers;
i = (io, i,, ..., is-

1)

9

;= o'o,;,

.'..;,v-

5 Conclusions

1).

In this work we considered the problem of detection
and location of single and unlinked multiple NPSFs (Active,
Passive and Static) and couplings, with the size of the neighand
borhood equal to k, in n x 1 RAMS, for k = 4,5,6,7,8,9

I"

1

n of the order of 106/107.A general fault model, the PS(n,k)
fault model, covering these faults was proposed. In Table 4
we summarize the test times for our construction and the
best previously known construction. Finally we have
described BIST schemes for our proposed tests and have
evaluated the hardware area and transistor overhead for a
memory size of 1M.
For the exhaustive testing approach we have chosen k
=5. The transistor overhead for the BIST unit was 7,500
transistors in a control unit and around 25,500 transistors in
a ROM which stores the seeds for the backgrounds. Assuming that a static RAM has 7 transistors per cell, the hardware

I J

Fig 4: B E T Architecture for &-ExhaustiveTesting
The BIST controller architecture for this case is pre-
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overhead in terms of transistors comes out to 0.47%. Even
for a dynamic RAM with one transistor per cell and ignoring
the overhead for refresh logic, the overhead is only 3.3%. In
terms of area, the overhead is less than 1% for an SRAM
and 6.8% for a DRAM. Most of the overhead in this case is
in the ROM.
In the near exhaustive approach we increased the value
of k to be 9. The hardware overhead in terms of transistors
was 2,600. This comes out to be 0.04% for a Static RAM
chip and 0.26% for a Dynamic RAM chip. In terms of area
the overhead is less than 0.2% for an SRAM chip and 1.5%
for a DRAM chip. The BIST unit transistor and area estimations were made by using Viewlogic’s Powerview toolkit to
compile VHDL descriptions into standard cell designs. The
TimberWolfSC standard cell placement and global routing
tool was used to generate the final physical design using a
gates library.
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